ETICS Service Deployment

Web Service, database and NMI

The current strategy is to have CERN, INFN and UoW to host the ETICS infrastructure. This means that the three sites will collocate instances of the following services:

- ETICS web service
- ETICS database (MySql)
- NMI submit node
- ETICS web application (when committed to CVS by Engineering)

The details of the deployment for each site follows.

CERN

For CERN, the production server is etics.cern.ch. It currently hosts:

- ETICS web service
- ETICS database (MySql)
- NMI submit node

For the developers convenience few nodes are provided in addition:

- etics-test.cern.ch (common use between CERN, INFN and Engineering, R1.1 currently installed, target for R1.2 on Monday, 16th of July 2007)
- etics-dev.cern.ch (cross-site submission: UW)
- etics-dev2.cern.ch (latest developments: used by CERN developers)
- lxb2180.cern.ch (co-scheduling tests: used by Guillermo)
- lxb1110.cern.ch (cross-site submission, IPv6: used by Marian, Mario and Xavier)

INFN

just a test...

UOW
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